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PROGRAM Tw…噌o,J抑 制a
number of international partners 
founded the Tokyo International 
Conference on A白can

Development （τ1CAD) to help boost 
human development across the con山 ent.

Since that世me,TICAD has played a 
critical role泊 raisingglobal awaren白 Sof 
African development issues and providing 
S住ategicleadership on development 
assistance to A釦ca.Its 1998 Tokyo Agenda 
for Action proposed concrete human 
development targets. 

In order to respond to A企ica'sneeds 
more effectively，百CADtransformed itself 
from a fprum for dialogue into a platform 
for action, launching a wide spectrum of 
progr釘nsto accelerate economic grow血，
human sec田 ityand progress toward the 
h狙llenniumDevelopment Goals across 
A企ica.

百四UnitedNations Development 
Program (UNDP) and TICAD紅 e
committed to principles of national 
leadership and ownership and international 
partnership. 

百CADp紅白ersmobilize valuable 
knowledge and technical know-how for 
development.百ieJap姐－financedA白白
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inves町ientinA企icareached $6 b温ion.
Not only did Jap釦 ’said，国deflows組 d

commitment to A金icacontinue after the 
2011 earthquake紅idtsunamiせiat
devastated part of Japan, but it also shared 
its experience and expertise on disaster risk 
reduction. For example，国2013,Japan 
approved an additional contribution to 

Japanese stakeholders are in a s住ong
position to support Afric創 Edevelopment 
由rough白 白networksof knowledge, 
development experience and innovation. 
Adaptation Program, a con出 ent-wide
scheme implemented by UNDP, is helping 
coun出esto integrate climate adaptation 
in.to their national development efforts. For 
偲 ample,farmers in Nigeria have been 
leむninghow to use automated weather 
stations, ga出巴ringyear -round climate data, 
and making decisions on how and when to 
fe国lizeand irrigate也eircrops. 

Jap姐’scommitment to A企icahasbeen
key to the con也medsucc氾ssofTICAD. 
Japan nearly doubled its o飽cial
development assistance (ODA) to A白ca
from an average of $900 million per ye紅 m
2003・2007to $1.8 billion per year in 2008-
2012. In 2010, the cour町内foreigndirect 

reduce disaster risk in Ethiopia’s most 
drouゆt-proneareaぁworkingwi也UNDP.

Challenges for development 
A金icahas changed tremendously since吐ie
first百CADin 1993. Economic growせiand
human development have picked up in 
sub-Sah釘 anAfrica. More recently, 
紅白isitionsin North A釦cahave been 
accompanied by public demands for social 
justice, political accountab出ty,and 
economic oppo武山首句r.

Much, however, remains to be done in 
development in A仕i臼 .A challenge is to 
ensure血atgrow也むanslatesinto equal 
op po白山lityfor all, including in access to 

jobs, education and social protection, and 
血roughpolitical pむticipation.

Sustainable development pathways are 
needed to eradicate e油 emepoverty and 
reduce social and economic inequality and 
exclusion. 

TICAD co-organizers recognize both the 
progress made by A白caand也ecomplex 
challenges that remain.百uough也is
conference’s tlleme，’＇Hand in Hand with a 
More Dynamic A企ica；＇τ1CADVwill
provide impetus to boost sustainable 
human development on出econ也ient
through promo也 gpeace and justice, 
irlclusive and resilient societies, and robust 
叩 dsustainable economies. 

Why Japan’s support is important 
Japanese stakeholders are in a 由 ong
position to support A企icandevelopment 
釦 ough白eirnetworks of knowledge, 
development experienc怠andinnovation. 

In West A台ica,Japan’s private sector 
and civil society are working with local 
businesses and in collaboration with 
UNDP's A企ic姐 Pac出tyfor Inclusive 
Markets to develop value chains benefiting 
出epoor, wi白 afocus on sustainable 
agricultural development. In Cameroon, 
Sony worked witll UNDP to raise 
awareness of回 V/AIDSduring the 2010 
FIFA World Cup. In Mozambique，仕ie
Japan International Cooperation Agency 
(llCA) is working with Br也並andlocal 
partners to develop agric叫ture.Triangular 
cooperation wiせiemerging economies 
such as China, India and Brazil, all of 
which have been successful in reducing 
ex位emepoverty, presents opportu凶tiesin 
血efuture. 

A strong and vibrant A企icacon住ibutesto 
a better world. TICAD remains relevant and 
Japan’s suppo此 toA企icais as回 portantas 
before. 

In Yokohama, hand in hand with Jap叫
TICAD co-org，釘tlzers,and all attendees, I 
look forward to seeing A企ica’sdevelopment 
promoted. 

Helen Clark is the administrator of the 
United Nations Development Program and 
theわrmerprime minister of New Zealand. 

UNDP is a co-organ四 rofTICAD along 
with the government of Japan, the World 
Bank, the African l!nion (AU) and the U.N. 
0符iceof the Special Advisor on Africa 
(OSAA). 
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